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Autogeneration of local variables In the code below, if the loop is empty, then the
local vars would not be generated. x = 3; for (;x!= 0;x--) { printf("%d ",x); } Can
someone explain this to me? A: The compiler is allowed to omit any part of the code
if it determines that that will result in better code. This is called conditional
compilation. So given your C code, the compiler can put something like this in your
compiled code: x = 3; for (;x!= 0;x--) { printf("%d ",x); if (x!= 0) continue; } The
continued execution is the part of the code that is omitted by the compiler. The way
the compiler chooses which parts of the code to omit is by analyzing the code it
generates from the code you provided it. If the code the compiler generated weren't
up to the specification, you might get an error message or your program might not
work the way you expect it. The Humvee Driver: M10 and Ultralights (1993) jsudhams ====== jsudhams I have bookmarked this article after reading it a
couple of weeks back. It briefly introduces Humvee and it had some interesting
contents which were not mentioned anywhere else ------ jsudhams Something I
noted from reading the article is that Humvee does not run on gasoline, but it runs
on Diesel. Is it because Diesel burns cleaner and uses less gas? So does it also use
less weight than gas engine to move the vehicle or is it for some other reason?
~~~ wolfgke Diesel is relatively expensive. People can drive their old model a lot
longer than they would if their
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